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ABOUT US

 AHMAD AL-MALKI & OBAID AL ALAIAFI LAW FIRM (JUSTICE) is one of the

 leading law firms' companies in the legal Field within The Kingdom of Saudi

 and one of the law firms approved by the Saudi Bar  ,2007  Arabia since

 Association. Our Teamwork consists of an elite group of professional cadres of

 lawyers and consultants in most areas of law. Furthermore, the company

 provides legal services with high quality and Professional performance, which

 serves private companies and government sectors. In addition, our company

 has maintained an excellent record for implementing the legal services within

  a professional legal teamwork

   

 Moreover, Our law firm has a teamwork of specialists in the delicate legal

 fields, such as preparing draft laws and regulations, drafting governance rules

 for listed and unlisted joint stock companies, privatizing public sectors into

 entities in which private sectors participate, drafting local and international

 agreements and contracts, the fields of oil and gas, banks, investment,

 financing, financial markets, and all services with regard to the intellectual

 .property laws, and  technology laws

 Our law firm has a great reference record gained from our clients who like the

 quality of the contract and the quality of services provided by us to clients in

 accordance with international standards that include a group of the largest

 clients from government agencies, government companies and private

 companies. Furthermore, the perfect knowledge and the professionalism of

 our teamwork in addition to the speed of completion of legal projects were

.also praised



 Our Law firm has the following licenses:

Licensed  by the Ministry of Justice- Accredited
by the Saudi Bar Association

Accredited by Saudi Authority for Intellectual Property
to register trade marks and patents-Registered
in Etimad platform

(Accredited by Ministry of Human Resource (QIWA
to review and approve the work regulations-Registered
(in Entrustment and Liquidation Center (Infath

 We provide our legal services through our
 headquarter in Jeddah  city and our branch
in Riyadh city.



 MISSION & VALUE

 Our mission reflects the reality of
 what we believe depending on five
 basic values: JUSTICE, HONESTY,
 DIGNITY, QUALITY, INTEGRITY.
 Accordingly, we firmly believe that
 success in achieving our mission
 depends on our commitment to
 these five values and make sure to
 apply them in all our dealings with
 our customers, employees and the
whole community.



RESPONSIBILITIES
TOWARDS OUR
CUSTOMERS 

 We always strive to provide excellent
 and high-quality legal services to our
 clients while maintaining the highest
 levels of honesty, effectiveness and
responsiveness in our work.



 We always seeking to be a

 national law firm company by all

 standards, and to lead the growth

 and development for our law firm

 among others in the field; in

 addition to increase the legal

 awareness among all members of

society.

 RESPONSIBILITIES
 TOWARDS OUR
COMMUNITY



 RESPONSIBILITIES
 TOWARDS OUR
 EMPLOYEES

 Our law firm attaches great

 importance to its employees, and

 therefore we always strive to

 provide opportunities, continuous

 training and the right guidance to

 all our employees to help them

 achieve their goals. Yes, we care

 about them, and we strive to keep

 the work environment in our

company a healthy and safe one.



OUR LEGAL
 SERVICES



 We are distinguished in the field of litigation and dispute settlement at AHMAD AL-MALKI

 & OBAID AL AIAFI LAW FIRM (JUSTICE), also we've the ability to provide the legal services

 to our clients professionally through assigning of multiple highly qualified and specialized

 teamwork capable of dealing with complex legal issues and providing effective solutions

that meet the needs and requirements of each client.

Our scope of legal services we provide in this field, includes the following:

 LITIGATION AND DISPUTE SETTLEMENT

 Pleading and submitting regulations and memorandums before all types of courts of all

 levels, as well as quasi-judicial committees such as the Committee for Resolution of Securities

 Disputes, the Committee for Banking and Financial Disputes Violations, the committees

 Resolution of insurance disputes, the Zakat and Tax committees, customs committees, and

others.

 Pleading before the administrative courts (THE BOARD OF GRIEVANCES): Pleading & drafting

 appeal memorandums on behalf of governmental authorities, companies and individuals-

 Pleading on behalf of public Joint stock companies.



 Providing all legal procedures to the competent courts, including but not limited to;

 (Clearance request, determination of inheritances, proving wills and endowments) and other

legal procedures.

 Submitting petitions appeals to the courts of appeal and supreme court, seeking

reconsideration, and other matters related to pleading and litigation.

 Demanding for implementation of Contentious judgment (both local and foreign) and

resolutions issued by the judicial authorities and arbitration panels.

 The scope of our services also extends to include everything that would ensure the settlement

of the dispute by all alternative methods of settlement such as mediation and arbitration.

Providing judicial custody services, inheritance division, and judicial liquidation.



 BANKING AND FINANCIAL MARKETS

 Modern Banking is currently witnessing a rapid growth and great development that has

 made the multiplicity of means of financing and the complexity of banking transactions,

 also the diversity and change of their formulas. Therefore, it will require concerted efforts

 of specialists with experience in this field. Based on this, AHMAD AL-MALKI & OBAID AL

 AIAFI LAW FIRM (JUSTICE), provides many legitimate and legal studies for various

 activities and operations e.g.; banking services, project financing, Re-Financing, Islamic

 finance, financial leasing, contracts, securities and deed markets and other transactions

 arising in the banking market alongside with the local financing fields.

 Arbitration is one of the most preferred means for settlement disputes, and we are at

 AHMAD AL-MALKI & OBAID AL AIAFI LAW FIRM (JUSTICE) considered it as one of the

 issues that acquire more attention about due to the rich practical experience that our

consultants have which is because of their interaction with many contracts and

  transactions that were entrusted with the jurisdiction to resolve disputes arising from Its

 implementation and interpretation of its provisions to arbitration in accordance with the

 " Saudi Arbitration Law".

 This experience is mainly generated through participating in a number of different

 arbitration procedures, starting with the drafting of arbitration documents, representing

 clients before arbitration panels, and passing through the participating in arbitration

panels as member, till ending with presiding over such arbitration panels.
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 LEGAL ADVICE & SUPPORT

 At AHMAD AL-MALKI & OBAID AL AIAFI LAW FIRM (JUSTICE), we pay great attention to

 provide the legal support, which is one of the important elements for success of the

 projects management for individuals and institutional entities. Therefore, we are proud

 to sign a number of consultancy contracts with a number of dignitaries, businessmen &

 businesswomen, companies, and universities to provide legal advice that helps them to

 prevent falling into conflicts and provides them with the strategic security and legal

 protection they seek. In addition, we offer preparing the legal studies and research

 related to the needs and requirements of our clients and providing such legal studies

  with a comprehensive vision.



 Based on the reality of our daily human relations in terms of the exchange of benefits and

 services, as well as the intersection of interests between us for both individuals and all

 institutions, it has been confirmed the imperative organizing & need for those who

 govern and arrange this (Human Relations). Hence the experience that distinguished our

 cadres, which previously contributed to the preparation and legislative drafting, we are

 pleased at AHMAD AL-MALKI & OBAID AL AIAFI LAW FIRM (JUSTICE), to serve those

interested in the formulating of:

LEGAL AND LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING

 Contracts & agreements that regulate the relationships of individuals and entities, e.g.;

 contracts of the Real Estate Investments and the "Investment Portfolios".

Memorandum of Understanding and Letters of Intent.

 Legal Articles related to the "Bylaws" and the entities' organizational regulations.



 E-SHOPS

 Our Law firm provides the services for drafting the policies needed for the use of

 websites, E-platforms and applications. Our drafting is mainly compliance with the

 requirements of each site, application or E-platform with special terms and conditions in

 accordance with the laws applicable within Saudi Arabia.

ESTABLISHING LEGAL DEPARTMENTS

 Our Law firm provides the services of establishing and developing the legal

 departments for your organization, by supporting your organization with legal human

resources specialized in the field of law.

 In addition, preparing the reasonable site for your project, providing the legal teamwork,

 preparing the management guide with drafting of the necessary regulations.

 Distributing the teamwork tasks, in addition to form your organization's internal

 structural, and linking the assigned devices to the E-System related to your transactions

 and cases.



 Our Law Firm includes a distinguished teamwork, represented by a perfect cadre of

 licensed lawyers, specialized consultants, with huge experience in many legal fields, also

 they are holders of perfect scientific degrees from inside and outside the Kingdom to

 ensure the provision of the highest level of services to our clients. Through our lawyers,

 we cover the various cities of Saudi Arabia. In addition, we enjoy well-established

 partnerships locally and abroad. In this regard, our teamwork is duly managed &

 supervised by the founding owners.

 TEAMWORK



Ahmad Joman Al Malki Lawyer & Arbitrator

 Partner lawyer and General Manager at AHMAD AL-MALKI & OBAID AL AIAFI LAW FIRM

 (JUSTICE), holds Master’s Degree in Law from King Abdulaziz University. Licensed Lawyer by

 the Ministry of Justice since 2003 - Certified Arbitrator at the Ministry of Justice. Fellow &

 Member at Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (CIArb) in the "International Commercial

 Arbitration". Member of the Saudi Commercial Arbitration Center. Member of the "Saudi

 Sports Arbitration Center". Member of the Saudi Bar Association.

 Partner lawyer and General Manager at AHMAD AL-MALKI & OBAID AL AIAFI LAW FIRM

 (JUSTICE), holds Master’s Degree in Law from King Abdulaziz. Licensed Lawyer by the

 Ministry of Justice since 2007 - Certified Arbitrator. Fellow & Member at Chartered Institute of

 Arbitrators (CIArb) in the "International Commercial Arbitration". Member of the Saudi

 Commercial Arbitration Center. Member of the Saudi Bar Association.

Obaid Ahmed Al Aiafi Lawyer& Arbitrator
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